CHAPTER TWO

THE RAJAS OF KOLATHUNADU

Introduction
This chapter sets about to analyse the political set-up in pre-colonial Kolathunadu. I will argue that
the political formation in this region was in many respects distinct from that of the other regions in
South India in general and Kerala in particular. Hitherto, the studies on the political system in precolonial Kerala did not pay sufficient attention to the regional differences in process of stateformation. The heavy dependence of the scholars on the Brahmanical textual traditions often
obscured the variations and gave the impression of the development of a homogeneous state-form
throughout Kerala. The political system developed in medieval Kolathunadu exemplifies the regional
variation in the political configuration of pre-colonial Kerala. For a better understanding of this
regional political system, I will try to present my research in the framework of the academic debate
on state-formation in pre-colonial Kerala.
The ‘state’ in pre-colonial Kerala
The ‘state’ in pre-colonial Kerala is not a well-attended field of research. Although, K.V. Krishna
Ayyar, the author of The Zamorins of Calicut, traced similarities between the naduvazhi system of Kerala
and the feudal order in Europe long before D. D. Kosambi who introduced a ‘feudal’ model as an
analytical concept in Indian historiography, 1 he did not develop it as an analytical tool to study the
pre-colonial Kerala states. His argument was that the naduvazhis of Kerala ‘were similar to the tenantsin-chief of feudal England having more or less the same rights and obligations’. 2 Similarly, O. K.
Nambiar also attributed ‘feudal’ status to the Kunjalis of Calicut, hence sharing a common platform
with Krishna Ayyar. 3 Later, Kathleen Gough, borrowing from the study on medieval Ceylon by
Edmund Leach, proposed the concept of ‘hydraulic feudalism’ to portray the political system in the
region. 4
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M. G. S. Narayanan’s doctoral dissertation on the Cheras of Mahodayapuram can be considered
as a breakthrough in Kerala historiography in terms of analysing the state structure in the early
medieval Kerala.

5

His attempt to construe a kingdom with a centre at Mahodayapuram

(Kodungalloor) exercising control over the nadus across the region tallied well with the feudal
perception of medieval Indian states. Similarly, although perceiving differences with the
contemporary Chola-Pandya state organizations, Kesavan Veluthat also tried to highlight the feudal
aspect of state in early medieval Kerala under the Chera rulers of Mahodayapuram. 6
One fact that seems indisputable is that the political formation in post-Chera Kerala was in many
ways different from those in other parts of South India. The rise of an array of petty principalities in
Kerala after the twelfth century has made it difficult for scholars to conceive and schematize the
development within a broader theoretical framework. For many, medieval Kerala represents an odd
case which is therefore often neglected in the general historiography of India. 7 Dick Kooiman
suggests that this negligence is due to ‘the bewildering variety of numerous coastal kingdoms [which]
does not seem to offer the historian a solid base for the construction of more enduring
frameworks’. 8 The easiest way to escape from such an academic predicament, which failed to
encompass medieval Kerala in a pan-Indian, ‘enduring’ theoretical framework, was simply to omit it
altogether from historical discourse. Notwithstanding this situation, recently some attempts have
been made to look at the pre-colonial Kerala polities from new theoretical perspectives, deviating
from that of the ‘feudal’ approach. Burton Stein’s ‘segmentary state’ model found some reflection in
Kerala historiography, though not without striking some sceptical notes. 9 Dick Kooiman had this to
say on the matter:
‘feudalism’—rather than ‘hydraulic’. It is also important to note that Edmund Leach uses the term ‘hydraulic feudalism’ to
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As far as the character of the state on the Malabar Coast is concerned, there is much
evidence to argue for an interpretation along the lines of the segmentary state model.
Fiscality does not seem to have been a prominent aspect of internal relations, whereas
religious grants were a major source of power. However, the problem remains that the
numerous states in this region had no single dominating centre. So we should ask
ourselves whether the sacred memory of a former kingship in the old Chera days served
the same purpose in Kerala as ritual deference to a living ruler in the Chola Empire did
in Tamil Nadu. 10
Similarly, Hugo K. s’Jacob suggested using the ‘segmentary state’ model to analyse the political
structure in early-modern Kerala, but he did further develop this argument. 11 It is noteworthy that
both these Dutch scholars were dealing principally with the political formations in the southern parts
of Kerala—Venadu (Travancore) and Cochin. Their area of study obviously influenced their
perception that ‘ritual’ and ‘religious grants’ were prerequisites necessary to acquire political power in
Kerala.
The ‘little kingdom’ model
Adopting the concept of the ‘little kingdom’, mainly from Nicholas B. Dirks, 12 Margaret Frenz,
modified it to suit the Malabar situation and made an attempt to give theoretical coherence to the
analysis of pre-colonial Kerala polities. 13 Although, another Dutch scholar, Mark de Lannoy already
in 1997, suggested the ‘little kingdom’ model as a tool with which to analyse the state forms in early
modern Kerala, it was Margaret Frenz who presented it as a full-fledged model in Kerala
historiography. 14 Frenz summarizes the ‘little kingdom’ model of Dirks as follows.
The State structure is depicted as pyramidal, with the great king positioned at the very top.
His political and ritual might enables him to exercise supreme power over the little kings.
The great king’s range of power, however, continually decreases at the periphery of this
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‘catchment area’; there, it is the little kings who are more important, since they are actually
on site. The little king legitimises and manifests his rule through political and ritual actions,
which express the extent of his participation in power. This pattern is repeated on a
smaller scale in the lower levels, right down to the foot of the pyramid to individual
person’s relations and family relationship. 15
Although this description depicts a close resemblance to the ‘segmentary state’ model of Stein, unlike
him Dirks considers ‘ritual and political forms were fundamentally the same’, rather than separate
entities. 16 Dirks also recognizes military power as an important element of authority within a ‘little
kingdom’, though the military system was ‘organised around subordinate chieftains, connubial
connections, and privileged landholding rather than on centralized or bureaucratically organized
revenue collection and military rule’. 17 The relationship between the ‘great king’ and the ‘little king’ is
mutually beneficial, whereas the military might of the former did not play a decisive role. The ‘great
king’ had to depend on loyal ‘little kings’ when he had conflicts to settle with other ‘great kings’ or
rebellious little kings. In such a situation, the ‘little king’ enjoyed complete freedom within his domain.
In brief, the relationship between ‘little king’ and the ‘great king’ remained largely ‘symbolic’.
Frenz, albeit of her acceptance of the ‘little kingdom’ model as a useful tool with which to
analyse the pre-colonial Malabar polity, Frenz criticised Dirks’ model as too rigid and without any
scope for further development. 18 So, she tried to develop it to suit the medieval Kerala situation. For
Frenz,
A little king is a ruler who has, within his territory, essential instruments of rule such as
financial and military means at his disposal, and who legitimises his rule through
political and ritual acts. Outwardly the little king must accept the rule of a great king
who is superior to him in a ritual and political sense, and who can demonstrate this by
military means if necessary. The little king also relies on the great king, since he can
legitimise his rule internally over the great king by the system of ritual redistribution,
thereby gaining a share of the great king’s power. Conversely, the great king cannot, in
the long term, assert his rule over the little kings by military means, since he requires
the political and ritual support of the little kings for the legitimation of his rule. 19
In his model Dirks proposes a two-tier system, where the ‘great king’ and ‘little kings’ occupy the first
and second positions. In preference to this, Frenz suggests a more flexible arrangement in Malabar
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and tries to put ‘little kings’ between the ‘great king’ and such minor chieftains as nauvazhis or
desavazhis. Frenz strengthened her argument by claiming that ‘in this way the little king is left with a far
greater scope for political, ritual and military action, the struggle for power is more pronounced and
the order of precedence is continually being rearranged’. 20 But her attempt to form a three-tier
political hierarchy to introduce the ‘little kings’ in Kerala forced Frenz to discover a ‘great king’ who
actually was not present in the political context of the region. In the absence of this ‘great king’; the
concept of ‘little kings’ is simply nullified. As Dirks argued, ‘little kingship could not be attained
without great kings’. 21 In her effort to solve this problem, Frenz introduces a ‘virtual’ ‘great king’—the
legendary ‘Cheraman Perumal’—who occupies the apex in the ritual hierarchy of Kerala. It appears
that Frenz was trying to ‘fit’ the ‘little kingdom’ model into the medieval Kerala political situation
rather than to find a model to suit the polity she was dealing with.
It is true that most of the Kerala rajas putatively traced their authority and their legitimization to
rule over their respective territories to the legendary Cheraman Perumal. But this was a common
process throughout India where almost all the ruling dynasties tried to trace their origin to puranic
figures or dynastic lines such as surya vamsa, chandra vamsa and the like. The purpose remained the
same—to legitimize and to enhance the prestige of the ruling authority in society—whether it is a
matrilineal or a patrilineal society. Hence, introducing Cheraman Perumal as ‘great king’ does create
‘little kings’. However, as a model, it fails to explain the social dynamics in pre-colonial Kerala in
relation to socio-economic changes or even fails to explain the different levels of power relations
among the ‘little kings’ or between the ‘little kings’ and the nauvazhis or desavazhis of Kerala. Instead of
finding a place for a functionally inactive ‘virtual’ ‘great king’ in pre-colonial Malabar political system,
it would, perhaps, be better to look at the ruling houses of Kerala in their historical contexts. It is
more feasible to examine those known as rajas of Kerala as ‘rajas’ in their own right, whatsoever the
term meant in the political context of pre-colonial Kerala.
The swarupam polity
After the disappearance of the Perumals or the Cheras of Mahodayapuram in the twelfth century, the
political formation in Kerala took a different turn from the other parts of South India. The
emergence of the institution known as the ‘swarupam’ as the focus of political power in Kerala after
the twelfth century was a significant development in the history of Kerala. However, in spite of its
importance in the political economy of pre-colonial Kerala, only a limited number of studies are
available about the swarupam polity. 22 The literal meaning of the term swarupam—‘self-figure or self-
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form’—does not seem to have any explicit political connotation and does not help us to expound
this unique political system in any satisfactory way. The title swarupam was attributed to such major
political houses of Kerala as the Kolaswarupam (Cannanore), the Nediyirippu Swarupam (Calicut),
the Perumpadappu Swarupam (Cochin), the Venadu Swarupam (Travancore) and the like. 23 It is
probable that some of these houses had already attained political prominence during the Chera
period. The Chera inscriptions mention the ‘governors’ (utaiyavar or vazhunnavar) of such nadus as
Kolathunadu, Venadu (Travancore), Eralanadu (Calicut) and the like. 24 Gradually, after the
disappearance of the Cheras of Mahodayapuram, the houses of these nadu utaiyavars appeared as
independent political houses or swarupams. This shows that some of the swarupams of Kerala had a
long history of political standing, which may have strengthened their claim to political supremacy
among the other minor swarupams after the twelfth century. This may also indicate the possibility that
the term ‘swarupam’ was coined for these houses only after the Chera period. Besides those prominent
swarupams which can trace their histories back to the Perumal period, new swarupams also came into
existence in Kerala in the course of time. 25
In spite of their differences in the period of origin, all of these swarupams had a specific trait in
common. They were powerful matrilineal joint families claiming hereditary political authority. In this
respect swarupam closely resembled a taravadu. The taravadu is also a matrilineal joint family headed by
a Karanavar. The Karanavar was usually the eldest male member of a taravadu, who succeeded to the
position through the matrilineal line of succession. Property was owned jointly by the family
members under the supervision of the Karanavar. Even though proprietary rights were traced through
the female line, it does not seem that the women members enjoyed any crucial control over the actual
use of the property. 26 Bigger taravadus controlled extensive landed properties which helped them to
gain political and judicial control over their vicinities. It is noteworthy that a taravadu which succeeded
in establishing its dominance in a region could eventually claim the status of a swarupam. For instance,
as revealed in a Mackenzie manuscript, the prominent land-owning Kudali Taravadu in North Kerala
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claimed the status of a swarupam. 27 This intimates that the political structure in pre-colonial Malabar
was essentially flexible and that the demarcation between the status of a swarupam and a taravadu was
very narrow.
Here it seems that the role of Brahmanism was crucial in delineating the superior political status
of the swarupams in comparison with that of the other powerful taravadus in Kerala. 28 The heads of the
swarupams were generally honoured as ‘rajas’, mainly in Brahmanical narratives. It is also true that the
consecration ceremonies of many of these ‘rajas’ of the Kerala swarupams were presided over by
Brahmin ‘priests’. Although, these factors indicate that Brahmanism influenced the conceptualization
of swarupam kingship in Kerala, my argument is that, conceptualizing the state form in pre-colonial
Kolathunadu cannot be drawn solely from the Brahmanical notion of ‘ritual kingship’. It is also
necessary to take the regional notion of cosmic power or sakti into consideration.
The concept of sakti
While analysing the indigenous cultural matrix of northern Malabar in his in-depth study on Teyyam
worship in this region, J. R. Freeman noticed the existence of three distinct value-systems co-existing
within the cultural matrix of the region. Firstly, there was the Brahmanical strand recapitulated in its
purity-impurity dichotomy. The second was the political or ‘royal’ system which was founded on
martial and material power. And thirdly, the strand drawing its strength from magical powers. All
these three streams coalesced in or were absorbed into the regional cosmos of sakti (sacred power)
embodying the local Dravidian culture and consequently formed an integral and indissoluble part of
the regional cultural matrix. 29 Freeman noticed the spatial factor which limited the ideological
influence of Brahmanism over Dravidian ritual centres (temple/kavu). Therefore, the local worship
centres lying closer to Brahmin temples tended to be more heavily influenced by the ‘purity-impurity’
concept, whereas this influence diminished in proportionate to the increasing spatial distance
between the two. 30
Although there are indications of a compromise between these streams, Brahmanism never
succeeded in dominating or substantially transforming the indigenous world of beliefs and
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practices. 31 Instead, what we notice is a complex process in which various cosmological concepts
interpenetrated to form a complex social ideology. What I have in mind is that the Nambutiri
Brahmins in Kolathunadu gradually had to ‘internalize’ the local Dravidian sakti cults if they were to
co-exist in the local social structure, instead of completely altering the existing systems after their
perceptions.
Even in the case of the political elites of the region, the influence of Brahmanism and its
emphasis on ritual purity were limited. This absence is conspicuous in the ritual practices which
follow in the royal temples of the Kolaswarupam. For example, Maday Kavu, the oldest ritual seat of
the Kolaswarupam, till recently performed blood sacrifices. 32 The situation is no different in the
cases of the bhagavati (goddess) worshipping centres like the Nileswaram Kavu (Mannanpurathu
Kavu) and the Kalarivatukkal Temple, linked to the royal houses of the Alladam Swarupam
(Nileswaram) and the Kolaswarupam respectively. Here animal sacrifices were carried out regularly as
a part of sakti worship. There seems to have been attempts on the part of the Kolaswarupam to
create a ‘royal’ priesthood, by reproducing the equivalent of the priestly class in Brahmin temples to
serve in these temples. Pidarar, who served in these temples, followed the same ritual life as the
Brahmins, except that they were regarded as sakteya Brahmins, practising blood sacrifices and
drinking toddy as a part of their daily puja. Analogous to the Brahmin temples and different from the
common local kavus, these swarupam temples performed daily pujas. It is probable that the
Kolaswarupam was trying to create its own ritual system rooted in the local notion of sakti by
appropriating some of the features of the functioning of Brahmanical temples.
This indicates that assuming ‘ritual’ authority as a separate entity is not enough to do full justice
to the conceptualization of political power in Kolathunadu. 33 In another sense, there was no real
segregation of power into ‘ritual’ and ‘political’ realms. Both of them were the constituents of the
concept of sakti. As Shelly Errington has commented, the presence of invisible cosmic power was
inferred by people through visible signs such as wealth, status, influence and the like. 34 The Zamorins,
rulers of the nearby Calicut, carried pallimaradi 35 in front of their army marching against Vellattiri, the
rival ruler, because it visualized the presence of goddess ‘Tirumandhamkunnu Bhagavati’, which
assured their victory over the enemy. 36 Hence, the marching column resembled a ritual procession in
honour of the glory of their goddess and the victory of the king over the enemy was the
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manifestation of the sakti of the goddess. A raja who controls material wealth and achieves military
victories would implicitly mean that he possesses sakti or cosmic power. He embodies the invisible
sakti through his material achievements. Accordingly, physical power and material affluence designate
the presence of the invisible cosmic power which consequently legitimizes political power. Loyalty
was gained and sustained through material means. The material prosperity of a taravadu or a swarupam
was an expression of the cosmic power or sakti.
There was no fundamental difference between the sakti emanating from a raja or a god/goddess.
Both of them were expressed through actions in the real world. Vanquishing the enemy and attaining
material benefit were the two ‘blessings’ which a devotee expected from his/her tampuran—a term
used to denote both a god and members of the local elite. Attaining swarga (heaven) or escaping from
the cycle of births and attaining moksha (salvation) did not figure largely in the spiritual tradition of
Kolathunadu. The sakti inherent in a man/woman was visible through earthly deeds; before and after
death. After their death, they could be transformed into a teyyam (corrupted form of the Sanskrit
daivam, which means ‘god’) and manifest their sakti through material means and express their visions
and blessings through human medium (velichappadu). In this sense, ritual legitimation of political
power in Kolathunadu and in Kerala generally was not very much different from the legitimation
attained through material power.
It is true that there were attempts on the part of the Nambutiri Brahmins to exalt the political
dignity of the rajas of Kerala. The Kolathiris were praised as ‘Vadakkan Perumals’ (Perumals of the
North) by the author of the Keralolpathi. 37 However, unlike the neighbouring Chola kings who were
able to manipulate the Brahmanical ideology to construct a royal cult in which the king, replicating
such puranic deities as Shiva, were transformed into the embodiment of power and the centre of
authority, the royal cult creation in Malabar, particularly in Kolathunadu, achieved only limited
success. 38
There appears to have been a significant discrepancy between the ideal type of polity presented
in Brahmanical texts such as the Keralolpathi, where the Kolathiri ‘raja’ is presented as the custodian of
legitimized political power, and the actual working of power relations in the region. Conversely, there
does not seem to have been a sharp distinction between the various power levels in Kolathunadu.
The ‘kingly’ status attributed to the Kolathiris remained more or less a nominal one. The
Kolathunadu society did not seem to have conceived of the position of the Kolathiris as being a
fundamentally different entity from that of other ‘men of prowess’ in the region. 39 The Kolathiri was
37
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usually referred to in local folklore as tampuran—a common term used to designate both local gods
and members of the regional elite, including the Ali Rajas, indicating that they were thought to from
the same cosmic category in the regional cosmos. 40
An examination of the state-formation process in medieval Kerala reveals that it did not present a
picture of a homogeneous development throughout the region. 41 Historical forces which shaped the
fortunes of swarupams varied considerably in time and space. While Calicut presents the features of an
‘early state’ with perceptible centralization impulses and a successfully developed its own control
mechanisms embedded in ritual practices, it was only by the middle of the eighteenth century that a
kingdom (Travancore under Marthanda Varma) succeeded in organizing a state with a powerful
centre and elaborate administrative and ideological apparatuses. 42 In contrast, Kolathunadu presented
a loosely knit political structure, in which the concept of ‘rajaship’ retained more of the nature of a
ritual façade. Although there were attempts by the Brahmins to construct an ideological framework
within which the political systems in medieval Kerala hypothetically functioned, in fact the region
witnessed the development of state forms which were distinct from each other in many respects.
Houses by the sea
The interpretation of the pre-colonial Malabar political organisation as ‘houses by the sea’ by Dilip M.
Menon seems to show a close resemblance to the reality of the situation in Kolathnadu. 43 Menon
envisages a politically and economically decentralized state structure in pre-colonial Malabar which
seems to have been far more loosely organized than the ‘segmentary state’ model of Burton Stein.
While for Stein at least there was a royal court at the ‘core’ to symbolize the ‘ritual’ function of the
state, Menon posits that taravadus or large households in the interior of Malabar functioned as
independent politico-economic units without any ‘ritual core’. Therefore, Menon does not make any
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distinction between the swarupams and taravadus in Malabar. It is likely that he does not assume such a
distinction to be significant in the actual functioning of political relations in Malabar. This transforms
his rendering of Malabar polity as ‘houses by the sea’ into a useful model from which to analyse the
political relations in Kolathunadu.
He argues that the concept of kingship in Malabar actually developed around large household
formations on the coast, such as that of the Zamorins, which depended entirely on the ‘flows of
trade from the interior to the coast and beyond’. 44 Menon pursues his thesis by arguing that in Kerala
‘monarchy was the story of an ever-shifting coalition of merchants, naval powers and the emergent
court’ and assumes the existence of a political equilibrium in Kerala during the pre-Portuguese
period. He states that, ‘based on access to a wide frontier such as the ocean, centralizing impulses had
never arisen’ and logically the impulse for a drive towards political centralization in medieval Kerala
arrived late, becoming visible in the wake of the European impact. The Zamorins of Calicut and the
Travancore kingship were the products of conflicts with the Portuguese, Dutch, and the English
commercial powers. In a nutshell, a full-fledged concept of kingship never developed in medieval
Kerala and ‘in northern Kerala kingship remained a failed experiment’. 45
Although I agree with Menon that the state structure in pre-colonial Malabar was far more fluid
compared to other parts of the Sub-Continent, it should not be assumed that there were no
centralizing forces before the arrival of the Europeans. 46 Nevertheless it cannot be denied that the
possibilities of maritime trade played an increasing role in shaping the process of state formation in
the region. This particularly holds true in the case of the political system as it developed in early
modern Kolathunadu.
As discussed elsewhere, the geographical features of Kolathunadu did not guarantee a large-scale
agricultural surplus. 47 Shaped by the limited agrarian economy in Kolathunadu, the possibility of a
centralized political structure to emerge was limited. The constricted opportunity to exploit the
limited agricultural surplus obviously restricted the chances of the Kolathiris to exercise considerable
influence over the people of the region. Instead, there emerged a fluctuating field of powerful
taravadus exercising control over the resources from their respective landed properties and the
dependent labour-service classes. The insufficiency in rice production may also have assisted the
44
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evolution of ‘communities of subsistence’,

48

under the command of influential taravadus controlling

the limited wet-land paddy fields during the pre-colonial period in the region. 49 The peculiar state
structure in Kolathunadu in the seventeenth and the eighteenth century has to be analysed against
this background of the economic and concomitant social relations in Kolathunadu.
The maintenance of political dignity through the orchestration of ritual practices and
commanding obedience and loyalty by the exercise of force required control over substantial
economic resources. The income derived by the Kerala rajas depended on various sources such as
income from royal estates, tolls and taxes on trade, kazcha (gifts), ankam (dual), purushantaram
(succession fee), changatam (fee for special protection), fee on conferring titles and other covert
‘taxes’. 50 The swarupam’s landed property was called cherikkal. These cherikkal lands were divided
among the different lineages (taivazhis or mother’s lineages) and lineage segments (kovilakams) of each
swarupam. The income from a particular cherikkal was allotted to a person occupying a particular
position (stanam) in the swarupam. This stanam was decided according to the muppu (eldership) within
the swarupam, encompassing its various lineages and lineage segments. Therefore, the order of
seniority (muppumura) was crucial not only to determine the stanam of a person within the swarupam’s
power hierarchy, but also to control the income from a particular cherikkal.
The ‘right’ of a stani (one who occupies a stanam) in a particular cherikkal was limited only to
collecting a share of the produce of the land. The cherikkal lands were usually leased out to cultivators
(pattam). 51 The actual cultivators of the land were known as adiyalar. In this system, the right to collect
a share of the produce, at least among the higher ranks, was usually given to ‘officials’ appointed by
the raja, who were entitled to a monthly allowance and a certain amount for their personal
expenses. 52 A share of the income from cherikkal was also spent on religious purposes. Consequently,
the income from the cherikkal was distributed at different levels of production relations and the ruling
members enjoyed only a limited share of the income from cherikkal. This is particularly important
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considering the fact that there was no systematic, centralized system of land revenue in Malabar until
the last quarter of the eighteenth century, when this region came under Mysorean control. 53
Kerala rajas did not enjoy any kind of ideological support to promote themselves as the supreme
owner of the land (bhupati). 54 Even from the Nambutiri Brahmanical point of view, it was they, not
the rajas, who were the ultimate authority on the land. In the swarupam kingship, the raja did not
appear as the supreme head of a land system in which the land derived its political value from which
the state could systematically extract the revenue. Instead, he was an embodiment of authority which
bound various power centres through such accoutrements of sovereignty as receiving gifts,
conferring titles on influential personalities and nobles, punishing violations of customary practices
and the like. The raja exercised control over a network of power relations, operating through various
people of stature, by a combined strategy composed of ritual and authoritative instruments. 55
Obviously, under such a construction the raja derived only a limited income from the agrarian
surplus. Likewise, the other sources of income to which the raja were entitled such as ankam, gifts,
purushantaram and suchlike, albeit of crucial importance to the realm of political and ritual relations,
were invariably inconsistent and unreliable. In this context that income from trade and commerce
acquired paramount importance for the raja.
Given the culmination of all these circumstances, it is natural that the swarupams in pre-colonial
Kerala appear as ‘houses by the sea’, as many of them depended on maritime trade as an important
source of income. Consequently, maritime centres, such as Maday and later Cannanore appear as the
political centres of the Kolaswarupam. However, the Kolathiris and other kingships of Kerala never
succeeded in establishing a decisive control over the commodity movements within their realm. 56
Toll (chunkam), levied on commercial goods, was collected by ‘men of prowess’ sitting at different
nodes of inland trade routes. 57 Available evidence points to the fact that swarupam lineages also
participated in this sharing of the trade income from inland commodity movements. 58 The upshot
was that the rajas had to be content mostly with the tolls derived from the maritime trade centres.
Invariably, fluctuations in maritime income had a significant influence on the political fortunes of
maritime trade-oriented swarupams.
The economic resources of the rajas of Kerala did not permit them to maintain a regular
standing army of their own. Employing the Nairs in military service placed a heavy economic burden
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on the shoulders of the rajas. During military operations, which demanded large-scale deployment of
the Nairs, these people were paid on a daily wage basis. 59 It was not an unusual occurrence that Nairs
who had not been paid by their employers for a long time would take service under other lords. 60 It
is probable that there was a military labour market in Malabar, constituted mainly of the traditional
Nair militia plus other armed groups as Tiyyas and Mappilas. This easy availability of armed service
and the inability of the Kolathiris to monopolize the use of force in the realm on account of their
weak economic position meant that the outward appearance of regal authority remained more or less
nominal. The swarupam polity in Kolathunadu exhibited the character of a political authority with
limited access to economic resources which they had to share among different echelons of the
political elites of the society. The Kolathiris had to sustain their political dignity within the constraints
set by the limits of their economic resource base. The logical consequence of this was a limitation in
the scope of political power in Kolathunadu and a diminished chance of developing a centralized
state form in the region.
Compounding the inadequate resource base, the organization of political power within a
swarupam also weakened the possibility of the growth of a strong centralized power. Political power in
a swarupam was diffuse in nature. As mentioned earlier, the swarupams of Kerala were branched into
lineages and lineage segments. Theoretically, each of these small political units of a swarupam was
qualified to make a claim to the ‘rajaship’ on the basis of muppumura or eldership. 61 The eldest male
member from the various lineages/lineage segments of a swarupam assumed the ‘rajaship’, but even in
such a position he did not enjoy full command over political authority in a swarupam. Within a
swarupam, the authority was divided into and conferred on different members according to muppu,
that is, in a descending order. This was known as kuruvazcha. Usually the eldest member of the
reigning house (muttakuru) assumed the ‘rajaship’, and the next junior the elamkuru was designated as
the immediate successor to the ‘rajaship’. 62 In this fashion, the entire line of succession was organized
in a swarupam according to muppumura.
The politico-economic powers within lineages and lineage segments of a swarupam were also
divided in a similar manner. When the segmentation of a swarupam into lineages and lineage segments
grew more complex, the determination of muppu concomitantly grew more complex. The almost
inevitable consequence was the power struggles among various lineages and lineage segments.
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Therefore, in pre-colonial Kerala, kingship never appeared as the ultimate, single source of power.
Instead, political authority remained a collective entity and was unevenly distributed within the
swarupam. This fragmented character of political authority in Kerala in general and in Kolathunadu in
particular, was the main obstacle to the emergence of a powerful king.
The co-sharers of Kolathunadu
By the seventeenth century, the Kolaswarupam had to share its political authority with two other
lineages in North Kerala. The Nileswaram (Alladam) Swarupam and the Arackal Swarupam claimed
independent political identity. Moreover, political power within the Kolaswarupam was also
disseminated into different kovilakams. In the Keralolpathi there are four kovilakams sharing the political
authority of the Kolaswarupam namely: Talora Kovilakam; Arathil Kovilakam; Muttathil Kovilakam;
and Karipathu Kovilakam. 63 According to the Keralolpathi Kolathunadu tradition, the Karipathu
Kovilakam claimed some sort of superiority over the others. However, it was the Palli Kovilakam
and the Udayamangalam Kovilakam, as apparent from the Dutch records, which dominated the
political scene of Kolathunadu. 64 Both these kovilakams had again branched into various kovilakams,
thereby, creating a network of ‘political houses’ within the Kolaswarupam. 65 This testifies that the
Kolaswarupam was not an exception to the general situation that existed among the other ruling
houses of Kerala. Power, consequently was not embodied in the raja, but appeared in its collective
form—the swarupam.
The taravadu appears as the basic unit of political and economic life in Kolathunadu. Beyond its
spatial existence as a household with control over landed property, the taravadu was a ritually
significant unit. 66 Each taravadu had its own family deity or paradevata. Ancestral worship was a part of
the ritual life of a taravadu. This reveals that each taravadu turned out to be a micro-reflection of the
cosmic power, sakti, exhibiting its own unique identity in the social order. In Kolathunadu these
dynamic autonomous taravadus were not organized hierarchically, on the basis a systematized holistic
socio-political ideology. 67 Although the Kolaswarupam maintained a distinguished status among
these taravadus, political power was not confined exclusively to it. Powerful taravadus, sharing cosmic
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energy with the Kolaswarupam, enjoyed political power in the respective territories under their
control.
The Kolaswarupam appears to have been nothing more than a complex form of taravadu, having
greater control over the landed properties and other sources of affluence. It seems that Kolathunadu
was constituted of numerous taravadus sharing different levels of political power in the realm and
their difference was only in dimensions of power or sakti expressed through their social relations.
Consequently, the nature of the relationship between the Kolaswarupam and the taravadus in
Kolathunadu and the relationship among each other were determined by the sakti or power they
possessed. The political picture of Kolathunadu during the seventeenth and the eighteenth century in
a way resembled the South-East Asian polity described by Shelly Errington as a form of unevenly
distributed energy field with various nodes of concentration.
The energy exists everywhere in the field, but it is unevenly distributed: in some places it is
quite thin; in others, densely concentrated.

The energy is continuous-there are no

boundaries and no empty spaces, but only thinner and thicker concentrations. The energy in
this filed is distributed not only unevenly, but unstably. It is continually moving, waxing and
waning from particular locations. Its flux is usually, though not always, gradual. In addition
to currents of energy, numerous visible objects occupy this field. One of the differences
between the objects and the currents of energy is that the objects are discrete: they have
boundaries and surfaces. Thus houses have walls, and humans have skin. But if we could see
the energy, or if we were in the habit of thinking of the world in this way, we would
understand that the boundaries or surfaces of these objects are the least important things
about them. The objects provide locations and nodal points at which the energy collects,
though in differing degrees of concentration. 68
In this model, a boundary oriented conceptualization of the state gives way to a disseminated political
structure in which the concept of ‘space’ or ‘territory’ is relatively unimportant. 69 This model is able
to contain individuals, institutions, houses and palaces as a part of this power field, but, with
variations in the concentration of power. The potency of the individuals and institutions is invisible
and it is, as seen earlier, manifested through such signs indicating its presence as material wealth and
the numerical strength of the people under its command. 70 Neither the raja nor the Brahmins had a
68
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monopoly on this potency, but it was unequally distributed. However, the rajas, powerful households,
Brahmin gramams certainly did manifest their potency through their wealth and entourage which
differentiated them from the less potential majority of society. 71
The concentration of power was not fixed but was in an incessant state of flux, with the inherent
possibility of the emergence or expansion of new nodes of power and waning or contraction of
others. 72 However, the total disappearance of the power nodes does not appear to have been a
common phenomenon in the swarupam polities of Kerala, since the prevalent practice of adoption
helped save the swarupams and taravadus—at least nominally from total extinction—on many
occasions. 73 Besides, establishing a ‘territorial’ authority through conquest was not the ideal of
political power in Kerala. 74 Instead of total annihilation, it was considered fair to merely reduce the
sakti of the opponent. 75
The Kolaswarupam attained a special status of power in the realm through a gradual process of
transformation over centuries with considerable fluctuations in its fortunes. It appears that the
Kolathiris never exercised a monopoly of authority in the realm. Authority was a decentralized,
shared, and pluralistic entity. Though Brahmanism envisaged a highly structured idea of political
power, this ideology never figured prominently in the swarupam polity of Kolathunadu. Crucial
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political decisions pertaining to the realm were, in all probability, taken not by the Kolathiri alone,
but in a ‘council’ of influential persons. They later even played a significant role in succession issues
in the swarupam. 76 Judicial and political decisions at the micro-level were taken independently by
local ‘men of prowess’.
The Kolaswarupam claimed a kind of titular sovereignty over Kolathunadu. The Kolathiri was
the primus inter pares among the members of his own swarupam. Similarly, the Kolaswarupam enjoyed a
premier status among the other taravadus in Kolathunadu. Indubitably in such a system, there was no
concentration of power within a single entity. Instead, power remained fragmented and dispersed
throughout the realm. These micro politico-economic units in the form of religious institutions,
powerful taravadus, royal lineages and suchlike performed under a loosely knitted umbrella composed
of personal loyalties. These power centres remained as floating entities either recognizing Kolathiri or
some other ruler as their titular sovereign, maintaining varying degree of relations, or claiming
independent political status. The actual power, however, remained with them in their respective
territories. In other words, Kolathunadu and the Kolaswarupam were neither identical nor
interchangeable identities. Kolathunadu remained a geo-cultural zone with loose, open borders of
identity, consisting of numerous power centres. It was not unusual at any given time that more than
one swarupam claimed authority over Kolathunadu, ineluctably casting the concept of a ‘kingdom’ in
Kolathunadu with fixed political borders and a central authority in perpetual doubt. 77
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Kolaswarupam became a more or less
authoritative symbol without power when new power centres claiming political clout began to
emerge. Canter Visscher portrayed eighteenth-century Kolaswarupam as follows.
The royal family consists of four branches, of which the present representatives, both male
and female, are so numerous that they live in great poverty for the most part, though it is
true that the State is well managed and that it possesses a good army. 78
At first glance, this statement in which the rulers of a well-organized state are portrayed as poor and
underprivileged may appear paradoxical. In spite of its segmentation into various kovilakams through
the course of centuries, the resource base of the Kolawarupam did not expand proportionately to
sustain the growth of the house. It is probable that the landed property (cherikkal) did not expand on
76
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a considerable scale either. The economic position of the Swarupam became precarious because it
did not enjoy any sort of control over the resources of Kolathunadu. The new venues of resource
accumulation provided by Indian Ocean trade was appropriated by the newly emerging Mappila
trading communities and other petty ‘men of prowess’ along the coast. Gradually, by the end of the
seventeenth century, the Kolathiri transformed into a muted symbol of authority, reduced to virtual
impotence in Kolathunadu.
The scope for applying a centre-periphery concept in the political order in Kolathunadu seems
fairly limited. As we have already seen, the authority of the Kolaswarupam was diffused throughout
its lineages. Even if we consider the Chirakkal Kovilakam as a sort of ‘centre’, the influence exercised
by the ‘centre’ on the peripheral area was not directly proportionate to the distance between them.
The Arackal Swarupam, though spatially very close to the ‘centre’, enjoyed independent political
status. Ritual relationships between different political nucleuses were also not determined by spatial
factors. The Alladam Swarupam (Nileswaram), which was politically closer to the Kolathiris,
maintained ritual relations with the spatially more distant Zamorins of Calicut. 79 In spite of this,
from a modern perspective, seemingly ‘chaotic’ political situation, Kerala society appears to have
developed its own system of balance based on some ‘codes of conduct’ known under different titles
as maryada, margam, or acharam. These codes of social ethics determined the social behaviour of the
people in the group, including its political elites. Dutch observers interpreted this phenomenon in
their own terms. In 1743 Commander Stein van Gollenesse commented,
Although the king and princes exercise great authority over their subjects, affairs are so
regulated by the laws of Cheraman Perumal that their rule can in no way be called despotic.
Subjects obey their king ungrudgingly as long as he remains within the limits of the law, and
even if a chief were to wrong a few individuals, the whole community would not take up the
quarrel. However, if he were to issue orders calculated to injure the interests of the whole
community, they would not be obeyed. 80
Van Reede found the Kerala polity neither democratic, nor monarchic, nor oligarchic, but a
combination of all of three. He deemed it an ideal type of polity where the weak were protected
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against the strong. 81 However, these codes of conduct or as they were known the ‘laws of Cheraman
Perumal’, should not be interpreted as a fixed constitution or a social contract but merely as a highly
contingent description of the rules and objectives of the political game. 82
Therefore the fluctuations in the political fortunes of swarupams need to be explored not in the
‘ritual’ realm, but in terms of the economic forces which shaped and re-shaped these political forms.
Economic forces determined their position in the political hierarchy of Kerala in relation to other
rajas or ‘feudal lords’ such as naduvazhis and desavazhis and other power nodes. The cause of the
success or failure of these ruling houses has to be sought in their success or failure to accumulate
resources to support their claims. It was in this context that maritime trade attained such
overwhelming importance in the regional political economy.
Lords of the horses
As discussed earlier, the political power and the limited economic resources of the Kolaswarupam
were dispersed among its lineages and lineage segments. Though the land of Kolathunadu was not
suitable to extensive paddy cultivation, geo-climatic features combined to help it to produce high
quality pepper and such other spices as cardamom, ginger, and wild cinnamon, which were in great
demand throughout the Indian Ocean. The emergence of a number of port towns along the coast of
Malabar was one of the most palpable consequences of this great demand for Malabar spices
throughout world markets. Pertinently, Kolathunadu covered the extensive coastal belt of North
Malabar which was suited to the development of a number of maritime trade centres. Spices
produced in the hinterland were mainly shipped across the seas from these coastal port towns of
Kolathunadu. The possibilities to accumulate income from maritime trade, supplementing the landbased returns would have been the main attraction for the local political elites. From this point of
view, it is not surprising that the political seat of the Kolaswarupam was transferred, moving with the
shift in the focus of maritime trade in the region.
Ezhimala, which was the original seat of the Kolathiris, was an important hub of maritime trade
from an earlier period.
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Achalapatanam, 84 and Kachilpatanam, 85 were located in and around the general area of Ezhimala. It
would be logical to assume that the disappearance of these old trading centres and the silting up of
the old royal port city of Maday contributed to the emergence of Cannanore as the main port of the
kingdom. 86 The loss of status of Ezhimala as a maritime commercial hub might have been the
deciding factor in the shifting of the political centre from Ezhimala to Cannanore—an emerging port
town in the kingdom. 87
The name of the port city of Cannanore emerged from obscurity to the limelight of history only
by the end of the fifteenth century, when the Portuguese appeared on the scene. 88 The rapid growth
of this port city was probably linked with the developments in Vijayanagara State during the fifteenth
century. The expansionist thrust of the Vijayanagara rulers all over South India and their concomitant
continuous conflicts with the Bahmani Sultanate compelled the former to search for an easy access to
the horse trade of the Arabian Sea. Cavalry played a vital role in the military successes of the
Vijayanagara rulers. Saletore commented; ‘the foreign policy of the [Vijayanagara] rulers was to a large
extent governed by the necessity of securing for themselves a continuous supply of horses from
Ormuz’. 89 Firishtah claims that the Vijayanagara army in 1443 was constituted of no less than 80,000
horsemen. 90 Because these horses which were imported from West Asia had a short span of life, a
continuous supply of horses to the Empire had to be maintained in order to keep the cavalry force
up to strength. 91
During the second half of the fifteenth century, the Empire suffered great setbacks at the hands
of the Bahmani Sultanate. Their control over the Konkan Coast gradually slipped from the hands of
the Vijayanagara rulers. The massacre of Muslim traders at Bhatkal—the most important port in
Konkan which supplied horses to the Vijayanagara kings—carried out on the orders of King
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Virupaksha in 1469 and the subsequent loss of control over Konkan and Goa greatly curtailed the
direct access of the Empire to the ports along the south-west coast of the Indian Sub-Continent
where horses from West Asia were disembarked. 92 Varthema reported horses were very expensive in
Vijayanagara, ‘because those kings who hold the seaports do not allow them to be brought there.’ 93
This political condition favoured the prospects of Malabar ports, which were free of the political
turmoil in the rest of South India. There is cogent evidence to back the claim that, exercising its
influence on a large portion of peninsular India, the Vijayanagara State was an important hinterland
of Malabar ports. 94 The thriving presence of West Asian traders along the Malabar Coast made it
easier for the Vijayanagara rulers to gain access to the West Asian horses imported into Malabar ports.
The geographical features of the port of Cannanore made it suitable to the disembarkation of
horses. In contrast to the earlier ports of Kolathunadu, the location of this port was not located on a
river estuary. This saved it from the dangers of silting up and it also favoured the close anchorage of
ships which were hauled ashore by elephants. 95 Of course, the trade in these war horses was a
lucrative one. Each stallion, Barbosa reported, cost ‘from four to six hundred cruzados, and some
specially chosen for his own [King’s] use he buys for nine hundred or a thousand cruzados’. 96 Prior to
the Portuguese success in transferring this money-spinning trade to Goa by the second decade of the
sixteenth century, Cannanore had been reaping the profit from the horse trade for some considerable
time and had served as the main port where the Persian horses were disembarked for the
Vijayanagara monarchs. 97
The importance of the horse trade in the prosperity of this port town is also conspicuous from
another point of view. On the eve of the arrival of the Portuguese, pepper, the most important
commodity of maritime trade—produced in the hinterland of Cannanore—was usually transported
to the port of Calicut for export. 98 The success of the Zamorins in attracting the pepper supply from
the hinterland of Cannanore with the help of the wealthy West Asian Muslim traders settled in
Calicut deprived the Cannanore the most profitable branch of Malabar maritime trade. Nevertheless,
Cannanore maintained its importance probably because of its strategic importance as the supplier of
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horses to the Vijayanagara monarchs. 99 This is a cogent explanation of why the Vijayanagara ruler
responded sharply to the problems between the Mappilas and the Portuguese at Cannanore in 1505,
which could have affected the ongoing horse trade at the port. 100
Beyond this imperial interest, the horse trade constituted one of the main sources of the income
of the Kolathiris before the Portuguese takeover of the trade in the sixteenth century. It earned them
the nickname of ‘lords of the horses’. 101 Each horse, which was disembarked at the Cannanore port,
provided an income of 25 ducats in port tax to the Kolathiri. 102 These horses were taken via the
inland trading routes across the Ghats to Vijayanagara. Considering the weak resource base of the
Kolathiris, who depended on the rather meagre incomes from their private estates and customary
payments from their subjects, this additional income must have certainly strengthened their political
legitimacy. It is not surprising that the attempts of the Portuguese Estado to divert the horse trade
from Cannanore to Goa elicited a vigorous protest from the Kolathiris. 103
The expropriation of the income from the horse trade, which had directly enriched the
Kolathiris’ exchequer, may have had an impact on the existing power relations in Kolathunadu. It
was precisely at this juncture, contemporary Portuguese travellers noticed the gradual emergence of
local Muslim traders as an influential factor in regional politics 104 and indeed Cannanore witnessed
the emergence of a Mappila royal family, known as the ‘Arackal Swarupam’, by the middle of the
sixteenth century. 105 It is noteworthy that the increasing clout of the Arackal Swarupam in the
political sphere of Cannanore ran in a reverse with the waning economic position of the Kolathiris.
The Arackal Ali Rajas
The reinvigoration of political and economic conditions in West Asia after the emergence of Islam
in the ninth century AD triggered remarkable changes in the pattern of the Indian Ocean trade. 106
The Islamic trade diaspora established at various port cities across the Indian Ocean world intensified
the trade relations between West Asia and India. This gradually brought about the emergence of
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Islamic trade settlements in different parts of the Indian Ocean regions. The presence of Muslim
traders along the coast of northern Kerala can probably be traced back as far as the emergence of
Islam in West Asia itself. Since Kerala had commercial contacts with West Asia long before Islam
entered the stage, it is not at all surprising that the religion newly sprung in Arabia should gain an
early foothold on the Malabar Coast. 107 At an early date, the temporary marriages (mu’ta) entered into
by these Arab traders with the local women and the ‘conversion’ of the lower strata of the Malabar
society gave rise to an autochthonous Muslim community along the coast—the Mappilas. 108
In due course, the growing Islamic commercial presence stimulated the proliferation of a
number of new trading centres along the Malabar Coast. Indeed, on the eve of the Portuguese arrival
in Malabar, they were so powerful that ‘if the King of Portugal had not discovered India, Malabar
would already have been in the hands of the Moors, and would have had a Moorish King’. 109
Although the commercial power of these Muslim traders (who were mainly West Asian Muslims) had
somewhat abated by the second half of the sixteenth century because of the Portuguese attempt to
control the pepper trade in Malabar, the Mappila Muslims remained the driving force behind the
commercial prosperity of Cannanore, even during the Dutch period. One of the most important
developments in the history of the Muslim community in Kolathunadu during the seventeenth
century was the solid establishment of the Arackal Swarupam as one of the prominent taravadus in the
political economy of the region.
Some scholars trace the origins of the Arackal Swarupam back to an earlier period. 110 However,
the available evidence does not allow an origin earlier than the sixteenth century. Ibn Battutta, who
visited Malabar during the fourteenth century, gives a detailed description of the kingdoms and
Muslim settlements along the Malabar Coast, but does not refers to the Arackal family. 111 Also
Duarte Barbosa, who lived in Cannanore as a Portuguese official for a long period, keeps silent about
it. The earliest indigenous source which provides information on the origin of the Ali Rajas is the
Arabic text Tuhfat-ul-Mujahidin written by Sheikh Zain-ud-Din in 1583. Zain-ud-Din, describing the
political incidents during the Portuguese period, says that:
In the year 952 A.H. [1526-7], 8 Muharram, Farangis [Portuguese] killed Abu Bakr Ali and
his nephew Kunji Supi who where the leaders of the Muslims in Cannanore. Abu Bakr Ali
is the uncle of Ali Adiraja of Cannanore and Kunji Supi is the father of Ali Adiraja. 112
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It may appear remarkable that in this source a Muslim chief is styled ‘raja’. Although we can see
similar attempts to attain royal dignity on the part of some other Muslim trading magnates in Calicut
during the sixteenth century, they failed to establish their authority as they were unsuccessful in
overriding the established political power in the region. 113 Whereas they failed, the Arackal Ali Rajas
succeeded in evolving as an independent power centre within the traditional political set-up of
Kolathunadu.
The authority in the Arackal Swarupam, as that of other taravadus, was organized along the
matrilineal line in which the muppu was the criterion by which to ascend in the power hierarchy within
the house and become the Ali Raja. 114 The immediate second stanam or position in the hierarchy was
that of the Karanavar. Similar to other swarupam polities, power was not concentrated in the hands of
the Ali Rajas, but disseminated within the Arackal Swarupam and was shared by various ‘men of
prowess’ in the Bazaar. The Karanavar, who was the immediate second to the Ali Raja in the line of
succession in the Swarupam, also wielded considerable influence in the commercial and political life
of Cannanore. 115 The account of Alexander Hamilton incontrovertibly reveals that other influential
Mappilas of the Bazaar shared power alongside the Ali Raja. 116 This indicates the inner working of a
‘bazaar government’ run by various co-operating merchants.
However, in comparison with the other swarupams in Kerala, the distribution of authority
within the Arackal Swarupam appears to have been less complex, pointing towards the comparatively
recent origin of the house. One of the peculiar customs of this Swarupam which differentiated it
from other taravadus was that women known as the ‘Arackal Beebis’ were not excluded from
muppumura making them free to attain the highest position in the hierarchy. Unlike other taravadus, the
Arackal Swarupam attained its legitimacy in the regional power system not through its control of
landed properties, but through maritime trade. Nevertheless, its limited control over the land does
not seem to have adversely affected the legitimacy of the Arackal Swarupam in asserting its status in
Kolathunadu, as controlling ‘land’ did not necessarily imply the possession of sakti. It was the
control over people which counted more in this regard. 117 The Arackal Swarupam successfully
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exercised control, albeit of varying intensity, over a large number of people who were associated with
the maritime enterprise of the house in Malabar. The surplus accumulated through trade undoubtedly
helped the Swarupam to expand its influence over people, who subsequently became integrated into
the extensive redistribution system functioning under the Ali Rajas.
Consonant with the postulated state of flux in the region, which can be associated with the
waxing and waning of sakti, the dependent groups were constituted of fluctuating circles at different
levels. While the Swarupam effectuated its direct, that is, more stable sway over an inner circle
consisting mainly of the Cannanore Bazaar, its influence became more dissipated towards outer
circles. Obviously such control was essentially fragile and inconsistent. It entirely depended on the
success or failure of the Swarupam in maintaining its control over the regional maritime trade and
hinterland trade networks. The political strategies adopted by the Arackal Swarupam in its dealings
with both the European companies and local elites in Cannanore during the pre-colonial period have
to be analysed from this perspective.
Moreover, the significant role of the Ali Rajas in the coastal rice trade gave rise to a ‘community
of subsistence’ under the Arackal Swarupam. Given the failure of the region to produce surplus rice
to support its entire population, the rice trade with Canara was crucial to the day-to-day life of
Kolathunadu. The nearly complete dependence of the Cannanore Bazaar and its vicinity on this
supply significantly strengthened the legitimacy of the Arackal Swarupam. 118 It seems that the
Arackal House worked along the same line as the wet-land controlling taravadus in Kolathunadu
which were supposed to provide subsistence for the dependent communities of labourers and service
classes. 119 Succinctly, the Arackal Swarupam replicated the regional political taravadus in all aspects. It
evolved into the embodiment of sakti exercising control over a significant resource base and a
widespread community of dependents across the region. This formed the essence of the political
legitimacy of the Arackal Swarupam in Kolathunadu. The folk traditions of the region also locate the
political status of the said Swarupam within the cultural matrix of Kolathunadu, in which the Arackal
Swarupam is depicted as a nodal point of sakti within the regional cosmic order. 120
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Legitimacy and sakti
As in the case of other political families of Kerala, the origin of the Arackal House is entangled in
various ‘myths’ and ‘legends’. As there were with the history of the Kolaswarupam, there were
attempts to rationalize the influential political status attained by the Arackal House from both
Brahmanical and regional perspectives. Here we find various traditions linking the Arackal House
either to the Kolaswarupam or to the legendary Cheraman Perumal depending on the viewpoint of
the narrator. While some of these ‘legends’ explain the origin of this family as an offshoot of the
Kolaswarupam, thereby pointing its right to share the political dignity of the latter, the Arackal
Swarupam itself traced its origin directly to Cheraman Perumal. 121 However, the first legend seems to
have been more popular than the latter in the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries. This is conspicuous
from the reports sent by VOC officials concerning the Ali Rajas.
They [the Ali Rajas] have their origin from a princess of Kolathiri who was made pregnant
by a prominent Moor or Arab and who in due course was reconciled with the King, and
had the honorary title of Crau or prince bestowed on him and with the power over the
Muslim bazaar [of Cannanore], the Lakkadive Islands and many other good lands. 122
With a little deviation, in his Memoir the Dutch chief Adriaan Moens also refers to this story:
He is of Kolathiri extraction. A certain princess of this dynasty, on account of having to
do with a person of lower standing, had lost her caste or nobility, and in order to cover up
the disgrace, she was given in wedlock to a rich Arabian Moor on whom was conferred the
title of prince and the general name of Ady Ragia, in that country indicating that he was
the head of the Moors of that kingdom. 123
Whatever the authenticity of this story may be, the permeation of it in the society indicates that it
attained a sort of historicity among at least a segment of the people, allowing them to come to terms
with the powerful presence of the Ali Raja in the political economy of Kolathunadu. In spite of such
a strong articulation of the legend in the society, there is no evidence to show that the Ali Raja
depended on it to legitimize his political power in Kolathunadu. The available correspondence of the
Kolaswarupam and the Ali Rajas with the Dutch Company in Kerala does not refer to this
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relationship between the two swarupams. This indicates that the actual power relations in Kolathunadu
were not articulated essentially through such ‘legitimacy’ claims, but through sakti.
Interestingly, the Brahmin view articulated though the Keralolpathi legend tried to delineate the Ali
Rajas as pure traders without any political and nuptial relations with the Kolaswarupam. 124 This could
be considered a deliberate ideological move on the part of the Brahmins to explain the powerful
presence of the Arackal family in Kolathunadu within the varna order, in which the Ali Rajas were
attributed the status of a Vaisya. Whatever the ideological overtones of such a story, the very
appearance of the Ali Rajas in this Brahmanical narrative itself proves the incontrovertible position
attained by the former in the power structure of Kolathunadu.
Theoretically, the Ali Raja derived authority from the Kolathiri. 125 In practice, at least by the
seventeenth century, the claim of the Kolathiris to political superiority over the Ali Rajas did not
have any actual relevance in determining the power status of the Ali Rajas in Kolathunadu. The
endeavours of the Dutch Company to grasp the inner workings of the power relations in Cannanore
often met with difficulties and its officials had a hard time comprehending the dynamics of the local
society. Van Reede, who showed a special interest in understanding the Kerala body politic, did
discern the peculiarity of the regal status enjoyed by the Arackal family. In his attempt to interpret the
political status of the Ali Rajas in Kolathunadu, he was confronted with the task of explaining the
title ‘raja’ attached to them. He observed that the title ‘Ali Raja’ does not mean that ‘he wields a regal
or sovereign authority over the other Muslims, as it was meant [by the Dutch] in the beginning’ of
their establishment in Cannanore. 126 Van Reede qualifies this title only as an honorary epithet
bestowed on the Ali Raja by the ‘real’ raja—the Kolathiris. He felt it a mistake on the part of the
Company to make its earliest commercial dealings in Cannanore with the Ali Raja after adopting the
misconception that was he ‘an independent lord of the Muslims’.
Nevertheless, undeniably this new realization of the ‘actual’ political status of the Ali Rajas had to
do more with the recognition of the Ali Raja as the main commercial competitor of the Company in
Cannanore, whose power was completely dependent on trade and shipping. 127 In spite of this, Van
Reede’s remarkable observation made clear the limited scope of ‘rajaship’ in Kerala—at least in the
case of the Ali Rajas. The Arackal Swarupam, as did the other swarupams of Kerala, did not exercise
any sort of territorial sovereignty over a well-defined ‘kingdom’. Its political status and consequently
its authority were characterized by a network of personal relations transgressing spatial limits. The
Arackal Swarupam maintained control over a group of dependents, operating as a part of a
commercial network which blurred regional concepts and social identities. The nucleus of this
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maritime kingdom was in Cannanore from where the control mechanism was operated. In brief, the
Arackal Swarupam was a ‘house by the sea’, which attained its regal status through maritime trade.
Many of the foreign travellers who visited Kerala during the sixteenth and the seventeenth
century did not fail to observe the contradiction between power and status. This indicates the
inherent tension within the socio-political set-up of Kerala. At the beginning of the sixteenth
century, Tomé Pires commented; ‘There are great kaimals in this country, some of whom are greater
than many of these kings, though they have not the title of king’. 128 His concept of ‘greatness’ was
concomitant with military power. 129 Barbosa also mentioned the great lords of Malabar ‘who wish to
be called kings, which they are not’. 130 In his interpretation, kingship in Malabar was something
expressed through special privileges from which others were barred, such as minting coins and
roofing houses with tiles. Nevertheless, he was not blind to the fact that these prerogatives could
have been achieved by force. Barbosa attributes kingship to only three political powers in Kerala,
such as ‘Venattadikal’ (the king of Travancore); Kolathiri; and the Zamorin of Calicut. The subtle
differences between a ‘king’ and a ‘lord’ emerge more explicitly in the narrative of Pyrard of Laval.
He noticed the existence of ‘petty kings of petty territories’ enjoying sovereign power in their own
lands, albeit vaguely subordinated to a greater king. 131 He makes only a subtle difference between
these little lords and ‘great king’—a difference in power.
The narrowing difference in the resource base of the old royal houses and the newly emerging
power centres is visible in these foreign observations. The subtle differences among the various lords
of Malabar who were striving to develop new resource bases, especially through maritime trade,
created a complex socio-political situation in which incessant conflicts and ever-changing power
relations became a common feature. This development was apparent in Kolathunadu, where the
Kolaswarupam was gradually losing its political claims to newly emerging power groups. In this
context, it is noteworthy that the rise of the Arackal family to the position of a royal lineage was not
merely attributable to its ‘ritual’ relationship with the Kolaswarupam. The political status of the
Arackal family in Kolathunadu was elevated by its success in achieving power or sakti, which
ineluctably legitimized its position within the traditional power concept of Kolathunadu. This is
conspicuously apparent in the account of Pyrard of Laval who visited this region in the first decade
of the seventeenth century.
The people of the country [Cannanore] have told me that it is not long since the Malabars
[Muslims] of Cannanore were in like condition with the rest of their race, and obeyed that
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Nair King [Kolathiri], but that they became so strong that they made a king for
themselves, and no longer recognised the Nair king nor paid him any tribute: he resides far
in the interior, and is often at war with the king of Cannanore. 132
By the end of the sixteenth century, the control exercised by the Ali Rajas over the Laccadive and the
Maldive Islands made them the unassailable merchant magnates of Cannanore. 133 It is interesting to
note that although the relationship between the Muslim traders of Cannanore and Calicut was very
cordial throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, in particular in their mutual struggle
against the Portuguese, in 1599 the Ali Raja held himself aloof from the final struggle of Kunjali
Marakkar IV against the Portuguese-Zamorin alliance. In fact, it appears that he was on the most
amicable terms with the Portuguese at Cannanore. 134 Here the Ali Raja’s conduct was first of all that
of a pragmatic commercial leader rather than that of an Islamic leader, which bought him political
success. In spite of its close contact with the Islamic world around the Indian Ocean rim, the Arackal
Swarupam did not introduce a new concept of kingship into Malabar or perhaps it was not able to do
so in the existing economic-cultural environment of Kolathunadu. Its power was deep-rooted in the
traditional socio-cultural milieu of Kolathunadu. The Arackal House was only a facsimile of the
existing Malabar kingship—a swarupam kingship brought about and nourished by the traditional
ideology of power in Kolathunadu.
Conclusion
Pre-colonial Kolathunadu presents the picture of a political system in which power was disseminated
in numerous socio-political components or taravadus. The Kolaswarupam claimed a primus inter pares
status among these power groups, which it justified by its superior control over the resources derived
from landed properties and maritime trade. This obviously helped the Kolathiris to maintain a larger
dependent populace within the bounds of their distributive system.
However, the gradual hiving off of the Kolaswarupam in the course of time into various lineages
naturally resulted in the segmentation of the resource base of the Swarupam, which undermined its
superior claims in the social hierarchy. Over and beyond this, new nodes of power began to emerge
by successfully appropriating a chunk of the limited resource base of the region. The emergence of
the Arackal Swarupam by the middle of the sixteenth century effectively closed off the possibility for
the Kolaswarupam to extract fiscal surplus from the Indian Ocean trade. The only possibility open to
it to extract fiscal surplus was through agricultural expansion. This was its Achilles’ heel as
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Kolathunadu is a narrow strip of land lying between the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea and
could not provide sufficient space for the development of an extensive agricultural sector. The
unfavourable demographic concentration also adversely affected the agricultural expansion in the
region. The limited scope in the economic sphere prevented the Kolaswarupam from developing into
a centralized political system with a strong resource base. Instead, by the seventeenth century, it had
faded into a weak symbol of authority, deprived of any actual power.
In the peculiar socio-economic atmosphere of the region, the locally entrenched concept of sakti
seems to be more relevant than the Brahmanical conceptualisation of kingship. Power, manifested
through such signs as material wealth, political momentum, charisma, and the ability to sustain a
dependent community under control, was well suited to encompassing various emerging power
groups within its frame. 135 There seems a good case to argue that the acceptance of the Arackal
Swarupam as an intrinsic part of the local socio-cultural system was made possible by the open,
ideological premise of sakti. By the seventeenth century, the Arackal Swarupam successfully emerged
as a power centre in the regional cosmos through the accumulation of wealth from oceanic trade by
the seventeenth century. Control over a trade network and the resultant formation of a dependent
community facilitated the Arackal Swarupam in entrenching its political status in Kolathunadu. This
decisive importance of maritime commerce in determining the socio-political status of the Mappilas
in general and the Ali Rajas in particular in Kolathunadu call for an analysis of the emergence and
expansion of a maritime trade network under the Ali Rajas in a long-term perspective.
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